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PREFACE
Urban Trigger Group
When Centre for Real Estate and Facilities
Management/Metamorphosis was established in
2005 it was not self-evident that real estate was
a subject pertaining to a Faculty of Architecture.
After ten years of developing a rich portfolio of
courses, two master programs in real estate and
facilities management, and an internationally
recognized body of research, nobody questions
the architectural relevance of the centre.
Over the years, this particular course has kept
investigating the agents and the triggers of
urban change, developing concepts, methods
and tools aimed at project driven urban
development. A field of knowledge and of
projects has grown around it, and in 2015 the
Urban Trigger Group was formally established.
The establishment of the group was itself
triggered by a call for strategic initiatives on the
Faculty level. UTG applied and was awarded a
Geir K. Hansen
Head of Centre for Real Estate &
Facilties Management

small but important financial start-up support.
The group comprises full time as well as part
time faculty and PhD students. The group
members represent three different departments:
Architectural Design and Management, Urban
Design and Planning and Architectural Design
and Form and Color Studies.
The present anthology is the result of the ten
years of work on triggers of urban change and
development that has given birth to the Urban
Trigger Group. In addition to 3 introductory
texts the present anthology will present a
number of student projects and master thesis
projects, offering a picture of the kind of work
the group has generated and some pointers
towards what kind of research and development
studies UTG will be pursuing in the future.
Enjoy!
Ole Møystad
Head of Urban Trigger Group
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METAMORPHOSIS FROM PROJECT DEVELOPMENT
TO URBAN TRIGGERS
By Geir K. Hansen
Buildings and Real Estate represent significant
values, both for the owners, users and for the
society as such. There is a huge economical
potential in strategic development, management
and maintenance in this field and architects
have historically played an important role in the
planning and design of our common physical
environments.
However, this field has also been characterized
by lot of different interests, stakeholders
and expertise, and different approaches to
planning, design and development mainly based
on economical, technical and legal aspects.
Traditionally we have divided this into several
professions and knowledge fields like physical
planning, urban development, architecture and
design, management, maintenance, real estate
development, space management, facilities
management, economics, legislation, politics
etc etc. Another characteristic is that project/
real estate development has mainly been done
by property developers, limited to specific sites
and areas and it has rarely been set in a broader
societal context. The consequence of this has

been a loss of a more strategic and holistic
approach to real estate development and the
potential to use this as an important instrument
in urban development.
Urban planning and architectural design looking
at the potential in specific sites and urban
situations, development and new use of existing
buildings have always played an important
role in teaching and research at the Faculty of
Architecture and Fine Art at NTNU.
When the Centre for Real Estate and Facilities
Management/Metamorphosis was established
in 2005 it was however, not self-evident that
real estate was a subject pertaining to a Faculty
of Architecture and Fine Art. The Centre
was as a result of a research project called
“Metamorphosis 2005 – Property and Facilities
Management”, which was undertaken in the
period 2002 – 2006. Before that a master
course in architecture was developed from
mid 1990ies with a focus on how buildings
and neighbourhoods could be transformed and
developed from one kind of function to another.
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After ten years of developing a rich portfolio of
courses, two master programs in real estate and
facilities management, and an internationally
recognized body of research, nobody questions
the architectural relevance of the Centre.
The Early Years
In late 90-ties the first master course in project
and real estate development was launched,
trying to connect several more pragmatic
aspects to architecture in order to expand the
understanding of the concept of value. One
of the most important discussions was how
architecture could add value both in aesthetic,
functional, technical and economic terms.
In other words, how to connect the business
concept / plan with a relevant architectural
concept? The master course was developed with
a focus on how buildings and neighbourhoods
could be transformed and developed from
one kind of function, e.g. army barracks,
harbour facilities or railroad buildings, into
contemporary urban fabric with uses such as
housing, offices, commercial or public facilities.
To really underline this important shift in
approach the name ‘Metamorphosis’ was coined.
Not only signifying a straight forward project
development, but rather aiming at strategic
means to create value and change for owners as
well as for users and for the society.

The objective of the early Metamorphosis
courses was to give the student knowledge about
the different administrative and professional
tasks that are the responsibility of the architect
and the project leader in a building project
emphasising the early stages of the project
development. The main focus of the subject
was the development of building projects, in
a life cycle perspective; from early concept
phase to Facilities Management. This covered
organization and management issues, the
building process, cost calculation and analysis,
time scheduling and documentation, and
handling information through the building
process. The subject gave knowledge in use of
different IKT- tools for modelling/ visualizing
and project management.
In cooperation with project developers, the
students worked with real development
projects where several different alternatives
were analysed and discussed for developing an
existing building.
We have been in Trondheim working with
industrial buildings, at Hysnes coastal fortress
in Sør-Trøndelag county, and in Måløy with an
abandoned fishing industry building to mention
a few cases.

Trigger Years
Over the years, this particular course has kept
In 2005 we “moved” the course to Lisbon
investigating the agents and the triggers of
where we the following three years cooperated
urban change, developing concepts, methods
with UAL Departamento De Arquitectura. In
and tools aimed at project driven urban
Lisbon we also expanded the focus and the
development. An integrated field of knowledge scope of the course to include not only the
and of projects has developed around the course. closest urban situation, but a broader urban
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perspective working with the Lisbon waterfront
and how different development projects could
work strategically to revitalize the whole urban
context. After three years in Lisbon, we took the
course back to Norway. We spent two years in
Oslo following up the topic of revitalizing the
waterfront area of Oslo harbour and the larger
Oslo area around the inner fjord establishing
local urban nodes connected by boatlines.
In 2011 the course shifted its focus to urban
project development in China, investigating the
potential of urban triggers in and around urban
villages in Xi’an. The main base of this work has
been the Xi’an University of Architecture and
Technology, including Tsinghua University in
Beijing as an additional partner. 5 years in China
have produced many interesting projects and
helped to define and develop the tools, methods
and the theoretical outline of this field of
knowledge. Currently we are planning to return
the course to Europe in order to test its validity
in a European and Scandinavian setting again.
Knowledge Base
To enable the students to expand their
understanding, skills and ability to respond
to the challenges of this “Metamorphosis”
approach, we have developed a parallel
knowledge course with methods and tools.
The subject is to give knowledge about the
role and the different administrative and
professional tasks that are the responsibility of
the architect in a building development project,
with emphasis on the early stages of the project
development. The subject gives knowledge
in use of different ICT- tools in both design

and management, and use of 3D modelling,
visualizing, multi-media tools, marketing and
communication of the projects.
The last years in China have dealt with equal
topics and perspectives, but in quite another
context regard to cultural, sociological, political,
economic dimensions and not least to scale.
What Next?
The basic idea of the architect as an
important agent of change, not only related to
architectural design in a limited perspective, but
more importantly to the development of a more
sustainable world is even more valid in these
days. During the last 20 – 30 years the architect
has been gradually marginalized towards
designing individual objects. The political, social
and financial framework which defines what the
objects should do to the users and their urban
context are however left to other professionals
in technology, economics, finance and
legislation. Architects are considered irrelevant
in boardroom decisions. Metamorphosis and
Urban Triggers have the ambition to change this
picture and to put the architect back where the
visions of architecture of our future society are
being formed. In order to do so, our knowledge,
understanding and skills have to be developed to
handle more complex problems and situations
than the design of individual objects.
We want to prove that architects can and must
work together with other professionals within
this field, and that by working together across
disciplines we can achieve more than one
profession can do alone.

Geir K. Hansen
Head of Centre for Real Estate &
Facilties Management
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WHAT IS AN URBAN TRIGGER?
By Ole Møystad
“Thus, architects (the term for ‘Master Artist’ in
ancient Greek) are considered wiser not by virtue of
their ability to do something, but by virtue of having
the theory and knowing the causes”. (Aristotle,
Metaphysics 981b6)
Architecture is a spatial system composed of
objects and people. People use objects to form
and to connect spaces, and the spatial structure
gives form to human social interaction and
culture.

would tend to consider this a one way process;
man thinking about his environment and
then doing something to adapt it to his needs.
As a user, however, man learns from nature
what works and not. It is therefore possible
to construe environment’s role as more active
in the cognitive process. After all, nature, of
which both people and objects are part, is also
changing and evolving in its own capacity.

Objects
The first exercise of an architecture student is
to form materials into architectural objects. The
People
Contemporary studies of cognition suggest that first year student cannot wait to design his first
thinking is a process where man makes tentative object: his dream house, a stargazing tower, a
bird observatory. These are wonderful exercises,
predictions and then test them in action.
and when the students are given the chance
His natural environment responds by either
to actually build their designs, it becomes a
confirming or rejecting the prediction.
formative experience. The student learns by
In his capacity of architect man is able to adapt doing how an object is put together, and how it
forms space.
his environment to his needs, or wishes, or
dreams. He is able to develop new strategies
An object without a space is a solid and can
and new interventions in his environment
hardly be considered architectural in any
through a continuous process, a cognitive
process, of thinking and doing. At first sight one basic way. Space is what gives meaning to the
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architectural object. Space is the semiotic
dimension of the architectural object. This
is also true for the city, for the context of
which the object is part. The connection
between space and meaning is the use and the
movement that space enables. A singular object
does however not produce an architectural
environment.
When we speak of an architectural
environment, we refer to a populated area,
usually a city or some other form of human
settlement. Space is also the aspect that gives
meaning to an urban environment.
Spatial meaning is also produced by the spaces
between buildings, by the public or the shared
spaces, spaces not immediately associated with
and provided by singular objects.
On the other hand we have the observation
that cities are built, developed and changed
project by project, one object at a time. And
for every project there is a client, an owner, an
architect and a user. When we consider this
problem, we see why real estate is an essential
agent, for better or for worse, in the production
of our architectural environment. We see that
whatever triggers the development of a project
is an essential element of architecture.

matter, as do the Roman city plans. The Nolli
map of Rome depicts the spatial structure of
the city as a complex system of public spaces.
While showing private and residential buildings
as solids, Nolli did not distinguish between
outdoor and indoor public space.
Hausmann in Paris and Cerdà in Barcelona
reintroduced the understanding of a system of
public streets and spaces as an overall structure
considering the urban fabric as its object
matter. The common denominator of these
examples is that they set the urban system as
an overarching structure; a structure which is
abstract in and of itself, but which is a sine qua
non for the meaning and the intelligence of the
architectural fabric - the Field of Architecture.1
This leaves us with a systems architecture of
which ‘people’ and ‘objects’ interact to form a
‘field’, which in its turn serves an interpretant
between people and objects.
This architecture is dynamic. It continuously
changes, it evolves, it is spatio-temporal, it
produces meaning and it is intelligent.

Triggers
Over the last few decades urban planning
authorities have lost ground to project
System
developers as agents of change. In Norway
Let us leave the definition of ‘system’ open for
almost 90% of all regulation plans are now
now. People and objects form a system in the
made and forwarded by individual developers
sense that individual objects make sense as
instead of being the concluding phase of a
meaningful human environments, because they public planning process. Part of the picture
are connected by streets and other spaces, by an is also that almost all urban development
internationally has to do with patching up,
infrastructure which is basically spatial.
transforming, adding to- or changing existing
The historical Chinese cities have a spatial
urban fabric. The bottom line is that urban
structure that relates to the city as its object
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development is becoming a project based process. cities. Finding and releasing the triggers of urban
Arguably excepting China, cities are not built any development is commissioned to real estate and
more, only projects in- or close to cities.
project developers. And their projects are defined
by ownership structures and project economy.
This implies a change of perspective on how
Architects are ill equipped to design with such
urban environments are shaped and transformed. tools.
More or less in parallel with this shift, the
architect has lost his position as the master
Urban Trigger Group is working to develop
builder of human environment.
the architectural knowledge and skill, models,
methods and tools that can win back the
While the overarching design of urban fabric
relevance of the architect as the master builder
traditionally rested with the architect, this work by “having the theory and knowing the causes”
is now migrating to the project developers.
of what triggers the evolution of a good urban
Public authorities do not invest in building
environment.
Prof. Dr. Ing. Ole Møystad
Head of Urban Trigger Group

POTENTIAL VALUE

DEVELOPMENT
RESOURCES

ACTUAL VALUE

COST

TIME
DEVELOPMENT RESOURCES

The normal evolution of a project value. It starts modestly during planning and design. Then it grows rapidly during production
before it levels during management-operation-maintenance. Over time, however, the project facility may need to change because
of changes in its context, or in available technology, in methods of production etc. by which actual project value diminishes. At
some point there may occur a bifurcation by which the actual value of the project and the potential value start following different
paths, divided by a development potential. The bifurcation will be, or can be used to establish a trigger point. The illustration on
the right is based on Waddington’s epigenetic field.

1) For a more elaborate background on the interplan between people, object and field see “Building Culture”, Møystad, O.,
Nordic Journal of Architectural research No1-1996.
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...behind the Urban Triggers

THE TOOLS AND METHODS
By Mads Nermo
“Architecture” Tools and Methods
It could be argued that the term “architecture”
and the discipline of architecture have evolved
along separate routes especially since the 1960s
when the term increasingly were introduced
as a suffix to other terms such as business and
information. InfraNet Lab / Lateral Office
consider the possibilities that may lay in
reintroducing the term to the discipline (1)
through processes and exercises that include
working with economy, ecology, politics and
information. This perspective seems to coincide
with the interdisciplinary development of
Urban Triggers. However, if dealing with
this type of development process, architects
must extend the toolkit beyond the drawing
boards, the CAD-tools and the latest BIM-tools.
The concept of Urban Triggers implies that
architecture is something that unfolds over
time. This is something plans and sections are
insufficient in dealing with.
Today we have the ability to access huge
amounts of data and information, digitally

available through the internet. This
technological revolution has yet to transform
our environment into something even more
responsive to our behaviour and needs.
However, the challenge is not to find or
collect the relevant data. It is to make it
understandable, to find its meanings and
to explain its significance. The reason for
producing information graphics is to explain
or clarify or to find meaning in data, and to
organize it so that others can understand it. This
is the reason why information graphics is so
important in the development process of Urban
Triggers. It is both a method of developing,
but also explaining significant aspects and the
reasoning behind a project.
Geographical information is extremely useful
in finding spatial intersections and overlapping
contexts that may be the starting point of at
least a discussion of relevant programmatic
content for a specific site or place. Geographical
Information Systems (GIS) are tools of modern
cartography that can help a city perform better

1) InfraNet Lab / Lateral Office: “Formatting Contingency”. Pamphlet Architecture 30, Coupling.
Published by Princeton Architectural Press (2011).
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e.g. in terms of optimising location of services
and different planning purposes. To achieve
this, the challenge is to use the information as a
development tool and to make it intelligible.

Triggers project, we used urban trigger tools and
methods in creating the exhibition. Additionally
the exhibition highlighted challenges that could
benefit from an Urban-Trigger-development.

An urban context is composed of multiple
systems. Water treatment, power and
electrical and transportation are all examples
of infrastructure systems. Natural ecological
systems even exist in densely populated urban
areas (2). Social systems consists of multiple
and complex relations that influence our
surroundings. “Systems architecture” is a term
which has strong connections to computing
technologies – perhaps it is not coincidental
that the Internet, through developing websites,
is often suitable as a platform for developing
these models; i.e. Smart Cities.

Tromsø is at an interesting phase of its
development. It recently reached a number of
70.000 inhabitants. Local politicians have set
a goal for reaching 120.000 halfway into the
current century - an immense growth. This
will transform the city from being a provincial
town, into a medium sized city on a European
scale (4). Its location is far from other densely
populated areas in Norway. It exists as an urban
satellite in the circumpolar north. The distance
to other urban areas could imply that Tromsø’s
growth is endogenously driven. However, this
is not the case; it is clearly both affected by- and
reliant on external influences. The estimated
The technological development in the last
70% population increase within a relatively
decades has equipped us with digital tools
short time span is based on an extrapolation
helpful in many regards. Animation and
of the highest growth rate within the last
multimedia presentation may convey complex
15 years, making this “goal”, a pipedream.
information in a simple manner and could serve However, a strategy of Urban Triggers could
as a crucial part of explaining the project to
turn this wishful thinking into intelligent
decision makers and others alike – making the city development. This will both require and
presentation more democratic. As mentioned
create an understanding of the driving forces
earlier; in Urban Trigger concepts the
behind the urban development of Tromsø.
dimension of time is acknowledged. Because of Current plans and strategies aim only to manage
this – these tools are more helpful than tools for estimated growth, but without knowing what
creating plans, sections or even 3Ds.
triggers it. One of the most fundamental
questions raised in the exhibition was: what
The Use of Information
drives growth and development in Tromsø?
In connection with the exhibition “Where Is
Answering this could not only help the plans
Tromsø Going?” (3) I have been working with
from failing – but also make them better and
Tromsø Municipality and the projects leader
more adequate for solving specific challenges
Tandi R. Dahl to investigate and communicate
down the road. Mapping value chains and
important challenges in the urban development representing economical, infrastructural and
of the city. Although this is not an Urban
ecological systems are examples of relevant tasks
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2) From the IABR 2014. “Urban By Nature”. Available from: http://iabr.nl/en/editie/urbanbynature
3) Information about the project, available from: http://www.whereistromsogoing.net/
4) In a benchmarking project (European smart cities) driven by the EU-founded PLEEC, cities with between 100.000-500.000
inhabitants are defined as medium sized cities. Located at: http://www.smart-cities.eu/?cid=01&ver=3
5) A similar perspective were used for developing a project-based strategy for Kirkenes in the master thesis “Looptopia
Kirkenes”. NTNU; 2012. available from: www.looptopia.no
6) Koolhaas, Rem: “My Thoughts on the Smart City”. European Commission; 2014. Available from: http://ec.europa.eu/
archives/commission_2010-2014/kroes/en/content/my-thoughts-smart-city-rem-koolhaas.html

for finding answers to this question (5).
Current plans for a waterpark locate the facility
disconnected from any context that could
benefit from integrating this investment in
its urban fabric. Why not embed this facility
into the existing indoor swimming pool closer
to down town? There is enough surrounding
space to absorb the needed increase in capacity
of swimming facilities, and would reduce
the investment considerably. The savings in
investment could even finance an underground
connection to the tunnel and parking system
connecting the new facility to the public library,
the city hall and the main square of the city.
In “Where is Tromsø Going?” we found that
the original site of the waterpark is placed in
an intersection of pedestrian pathways linking
the area effectively to all main services in the
city. Could this perhaps make the site more

valuable as housing and related purposes, in
line with the principles of densification around
transportation hubs? Could this reshuffling
of program and site represent a strategy from
making the expensive plans of a new waterpark
into a profitable concept?
Final Note
Rem Koolhaas «argues that it’s critical for
smart cities and governments to converge
again” (6). This coincides with the democratic
nature of the multi-media visualizations and
information graphics as they make it possible
to link government and intelligent (smart) city
development. The task is to gather information
and respond to it in a manner (tools and
methods) that will result in better projects,
better cities, and a better human environment.
This I believe is an essential aim for developing
urban triggers.

Mads Nermo
M.Arch.

Image from the exhibition Where is Tromsø Going? 2015. The diagram is a mapping of resources and populations within a 10
hour drive from Tromsø.
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An inquiry into the nature and dynamics of the built object

WHAT IS AN OBJECT OF ARCHITECTURE?
By Jørgen Hallås Skatland
What
My research consists of a series of
interconnected papers investigating the nature
and dynamics of the object of architecture.

to this empirical fact. If we are to study the
“causes and effects” architectural, we must look
to matter of factual relations - because only
these can explain empirical facts. Causes and
effects stems from relations. We thus want to
This study approaches the object of architecture locate our problem with a real world relation
as problem of knowledge. Because these objects characteristic to architecture. One of the most
essential relations relevant for the causes
are built their epistemological structure is
characterized both by a know-how-aspect and
and effects of architecture is the interaction
between society and built environment. Starting
a “because”. Elaborating “how” has been the
interest of all practical men and women through here allows us to shed light upon the object of
architecture as an interface between human
out the ages: We can build architecture, but
doing so for the right reasons, ensuring right
thinking and the physical world.
effects is still a most urgent epistemological
challenge. It is the elaboration upon the
To investigate the relation between a society
“because” aspect of the problem that is taken on and its built environment we need to trace
by this research.
their interaction down to a scale where it
becomes information. Somewhere interaction
become tangible. In this particular relation,
Where
involving humans, the interaction that makes
Architecture happens in the real, practical
world: In architects’ offices, on construction
a difference must happen in the action scale
of human activity. Actions define the scale of
sites, in the country side and in the city.
Architecture stands outside in the rain all night. communication. Our shared ability to settle
Our conceptual framework must be accountable controversy and reach agreements demarcates

Tutor: Ole Møystad
For more information contact the Faculty of Architecture and Fine Art, NTNU
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the scale of our society`s ability to effectively
change is physical environment. In architecture,
this is the scale where architecture is practically
handled – where it emerges as practical
problems that can be solved. This corresponds
with the object scale. All information that
is to make a difference to action need to be
translated down to the individual built object in
order to have an effect. We approach the object
level as the effective scale of information in
the interaction between a society and its built
environment.

of architecture. This perspective compliments
the “hows” of the epistemological problem of
building.
How
The process of processing and analyzing data
into a body of research is roughly divided into
3 categories. This also allocates the project into
different methodological modes.

1: Purely Empirical papers
These papers process and present our
observations from the state of raw data
When we start observing the mediation in this
to findings by an analytical, methodical
scale, we put a tap on the naturally occurring
framework of case studies, content analysis and
information stream of input and output into the visualizations.
object of architecture. The input corresponds
These studies investigate societal descriptions
to society embedding its shared reasons, needs
of the built object in the case of Norwegian
or knowledge into its environment, providing
building regulations drawing from both the
causes for the object to become what is is. The
contemporary situation, comparisons and a
output vector in this interaction equals society
historical survey. These core papers are “the
learning from the effects of the object. What we What” of this research project.
see here is a raw image of the societal “because”
of architecture. Not architecture as it should or 2: Conceptual exploration papers
ought to be theoretically, ethically or poetically, This body of text explores some key topic that
but actually how the object works as an
surface in the empirical papers.
interface between the collective horizon, that is Here we try to explain why society describe its
society as a collective, mutually defining field of environment the way it does, and how we can
action and physical reality in its broadest sense. explain patterns of development in time. These
papers are dependent on
From the raw data available in this interaction
the more mature conceptual vocabulary
scale, we can start building a bottoms up
developed over the course of the research. In
perspective on the “because” aspect of the object the broader context, these explorations are
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concerned with “the Whys” hidden in the
patterns of the input: Perspectives that become
available only in a more theoretical context than
the purely empirical papers have room for.

Why
In this research project, the object scale
represents a chance to tap into the reciprocal
information flow between a society and its built
environment. This reciprocity is critical for
building an understanding of causes and effects
that characterize architecture as a knowledge
problem.

judged as a pragmatic supplement to the many
notions of know-how in the field, and not as a
competing episteme.
In developing an empirical and theoretical
understanding of the interaction that goes
thorough the object, we also hope to contribute
to an understanding of the cybernetic potential
of the object: Its interconnectedness. Ours is a
conceptualization of the object as a participating
part in many simultaneously overlapping
systems. The object seems not to be an isolated,
artificial entity. Together with other object,
actors and mediations it comes across as a node
that potentially contributes to the intelligence
of a greater emergent system.
The interconnectedness that characterize the
“because” of the object could in the future
be developed into an applied concept of
intelligence. By tracing the arrows pointing
in and out of the object of architecture, we
should be able to re-engineer the cybernetics
of dynamic, yet stable highly adaptable
environments. Urban intelligence is not
reducible to its parts, yet it emerges from them.
The city is built one object at the time, and those
objects should be built on an understanding of
their contribution to the system.

The research output is a bottom-up, reengineering of the interaction observed into
a theoretical articulation of the “because”
component of architecture. The contribution
aims to be epistemological. It should be

A theory of an intelligent object would have
practical applications to the veritable challenge
that is: To build, change and effect the
complex, evolutionary systems that our urban
environments are growing into.

3: Conceptual vocabulary papers
These are the sum of our theoretical and
methodical elaborations. The aim of these
papers are to: Provide theoretical grounding,
develop key analytical constructs and relate
these to ongoing discussions in the wider
research field. In addition to provide an
operative vocabulary for “the Hows” of this
study, these papers build coherent, transparent
relations between the components, questions
and conclusions of the research. They are the
theoretical formulation and contribution to our
knowledge problem.

Jørge Hallås Skatland
PhD. Student, NTNU
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Master Thesis 2012 & Study 2014

LOOPTOPIA KIRKENES
By Mads Nermo & Jostein Breines
The city is an intelligent system that includes its masterplan is based on expected growth within
inhabitants. Every intervention and object that the unpredictable petroleum and mining
is inserted into the city is an action that unfolds industries.
over time.
Methodology
Project driven urban development, rather than Instead of a geographical masterplan, we
development of a top-down method of planning, propose a flowchart of augmented value chains
or “resource systems” within primary industries
allows for a more complex and dynamic city.
in the municipality of Sør-Varanager. This in
It opens the urban system for several market
turn translate into a number of jobs/livelihoods
economic forces. Community and democracy
in and around the capital city of this region;
may be more challenged by this bottom-up
Kirkenes. The resource systems contains
method of planning. However, this change of
perspective also opens for more innovative and a series of project proposals that seeks to
increase production without compromising the
intelligent project development, autonomous
ecological sustainability in the municipality.
processes and more bottom-up smartness.
It is equally difficult to predict the future in
Kirkenes as anywhere else. Kirkenes has always
experienced waves of growth and decline.
Along with resource access and commodity
prices from non-renewable resources, the
sustainability of the population number in
Sør-Varanger fluctuate. The current municipal

Tutor: Ole Møystad
For more information: http://www.looptopia.no/

In other words: The flowchart-proposal
describes steps one could take, within the
primary sector in Sør-Varanger, to create
population growth in Kirkenes.
This study investigates 7 resource systems and
11 projects (interventions).
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To enter the footprint of resource systems on
a map can reveal land use, distances and the
like. This is necessary and basic information.
However this cartographic exercise falls short
when we want to understand the systems
as ‘value chains’ that affect urban growth in
Kirkenes. Much of the information about a
system is abstract and thus impossible to place
on a map. In order to collect both concrete
and abstract information in the same graphic,
the map is converted into a flowchart. The
flowchart organize places in the region along
a line according to driving distance from
Kirkenes. Parallel to this “geographic line”
lines for resource systems in the region are
drawn. The systems are divided into four parts:
resource extraction, production, distribution
and market. Actions, facilities etc. that are
included in the various parts of the system are
plotted in the right place on the “system line”.
Where information can be linked to a specific
geographic point, a dotted line indicates where
this point is on the «geographic line». Thus,
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the diagram shows how far away from Kirkenes
different parts of the resource systems are in
driving distance. The flowchart is an overview.
A more detailed «system line» is developed for
each resource system.
This abstract will elaborate on the resource
system of reindeer herding, and the project
(intervention) “micro-nomadic reindeer farm”.
Result
Today’s commercial reindeer industry represent
over-exploitation of grazing areas. To become
ecologically sustainable the amount of reindeer
must be reduced by at least 22% (1). In addition
to this, 50% (2) of the total annual income of the
industry constitutes of government subsidies,
making the industry financially unsustainable.
The interventions of the reindeer resource
system seeks to unite the reindeer industry with
market economy without compromising the
ecological sustainability of the region. One of the
intervensions is a proposal for a reindeer farm.

1) Reindriftsforvaltningen (2007); “Reinbeiteområdene”. Lokalisert 14.03.2012: http://www.reindrift.no/?id=300&subid=0.
2) Norut Alta (2009); “Reindrifta i Finnmark”. Lokalisert 14.03.2012: http://finnmarksanalyser.norut.no/images/stories/naeringsliv/finnstatreindrift2008280509.pdf
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The micro-nomadic reindeer farm concept
limits the land area necessary for an
economically and ecologically sustainable
reindeer industry. By producing their own feed
within the farm, one can increase the number
of reindeer considerably. And by facilitating
smaller movements within each farm, herd
movement is still necessary - keeping traditions,
albeit modernized. If reindeer farms are
established on all of the available arable land in
Sør-Varanger, estimates show an increase of 80
FTEs. Together with projects in other parts of
the system the increased number of FTEs show
it’s possible to sustain a population growth of
approximately 150 people in Kirkenes.

evolutionary product of a complex system of
forces becomes critical when considering ways
of [dealing with] urban development.
Since the late 1900s, the concept of “the field”
has become more common as a model of
understanding within landscape and urbanism.

Let us take a moment to concretize by
looking at examples. The masterplan is a
representation of the urban area. Each project
is a point or an object which contributes to
forming “the field”. The Looptopia Kirkenes
project challenges the masterplan. It starts
out by making you reconsider your reasoning.
This is done by moving the focus from the
traditional urban planning, over to the
Similar estimates for all system interventions
show it’s possible to sustain a total population
conditions that have shaped “the field”, SørVaranger, in its existing form. From there,
growth of approximately 2 100 inhabitants.
certain resource systems are identified, and
Conclusion
the field is rewritten by working directly with
Cities in the world are undergoing an enormous projects within the field.
growth. Half of the world’s population live in
Today’s urban planning attempts to write
cities, and in the next 40 years more than 3
tomorrow’s history - to move forward we need
billion people will be added to that figure. To
answer our present and future challenges of
urban planning that in itself can generate
development through an interaction between
environment and demography we must look
top-down ambitions and bottom-up projects.
to the cities. Understanding the city as an
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WATER PUMP

We will need a solid
plinth to stop the ﬂood

Did you kids know that before
we got this water pump we used
to have almost 1 meter with
water inside our house?

D

NEW MAIN ROA

123.Z / NIDELVEN
Hurry up man! We need these houses

by Per-Leif Bersvendsen
and
Ragnhild
ﬁnished before the
monsoon
hits Pedersen Foss
s.44-51
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by Thao Nguyen & Tarjei Zakarias Ekelund
s.52-63
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THE OCEAN’S POTENTIAL:

90% of the worlds caloric
intake is from farming.

10% of the worlds caloric intake
is from seafood.

71% of the earth’s
surface consists of water.
The sea occupies 99% of
the worlds liveable areas.

7%
50% of all the fishing in
the world is done in less
than 7% of the sea.

Intense trawling with
up to 93% “bycatch” has
led multiple fish species
near extinction.

29% of the earth’s surface is dry land. And 12%
is farmland.

12%

Around 1,5 billion hectar of
the land on earth is farmlands.
This area is increasingly more
diffcult to expand without
destroying large ecosystems
such as important forrests and
other vulnerable nature.
A lot of the best land for
farming is already seazed
and sealed under asphalt and
concrete in urban areas.

Master Thesis 2014

PROTOKOOP - A LIFE SAVER
by Tomas Aassved Hjort & Astri Margareta Dalseide
Sea level rise is one of the most serious and
specific consequences of climate change. At a
first glance the problem may not seem pressing,
as most of the predictions will hit us over the
course of many years, and people can move
further inland if they need to.
But most of the world’s inhabitants live in
coastal areas, and moving will cause huge
infrastructural changes. Not everybody has the
chance to move, especially the island people.
Floating city districts can enable people to live
where they always have lived indepentently on
how much the sea level will rise in the end.
One of the most discussed impacts from living
in a time when our planet is heating up at a
record pace, is that a solid part of the permanent
ice cape in polar regions will melt and lead
to higher sea levels. How much the sea level
will rise is however an ongoing deabte. In the
last report from IPCC they have calculated
a probability of 66% that the sea level will
be between 0.26 and 0.98 meters higher
within year 2100. The sea level will have local

Tutor: Ole Møystad
For more information: http://protokoop.tumblr.com

variations, and the local consequences will also
have a massive varitation.
A stated goal for several nations and global
actors is to limit humanity’s carbon footprint in
order to not let the world average temperature
exceed 2 degrees Celsius towards the year
2100.
The probability of meeting this goal diminishes
rapidly as time keeps ticking. With the current
emission rate we will reach the 2 degrees
temperature increase within 25 years.
Norway is one of the nations where the causes
of sea level rise will be moderate. The land
surface is still rising after the last ice age, and
the topology of the land leaves few areas who
actually are close to the sea level.
The worlds population continues to grow,
making the land earth a more and more scarce
resource. Cities expand, seizing valuable arable
land. Building on water can relieve some of the
pressure man puts on land earth.
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GLOBAL CHALLENGES, LOCAL SOLUTIONS?
In a world growing more complex and incomprehensible each
day, where the future holds great global challenges for mankind,
it can be hard to keep the courage and know what effort can be
done for each and every person.

Our everyday life is all about the near things.

Mat

Klær

But our lifestyle has
global consequences.

In Protokoop you move in a circle within the
structure, and at all sides around the entire
Protokoop. The semiprivate room is between
the houses and extends to the outside of the
structure. You’ll find the recreational areas right
outside your house.
Think global, act local has been a slogan for
environmentalists. This means locally sourced
food, making an effort in your local community,
where the structures are easily understood and
you have a say in changing them. At Protokoop,
food production covering your need for a daily
caloric intake is happening right next door to
you. Here it is the weakly reaping time at the
Aqua-fleets.

Dingser

CO2

We have planned for 300 people, an average
number of inhabitants from a city block at
Grünerløkka.
These 300 people have recreational areas in
their backwateryard. Here you can check how
your kelp is doing before going to work in the
morning.

What if it’s possible to create a small world, where all
complexeties of the small acts and need of everyday life
happen within your local neighborhood?
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SETUP : PROTOKOOP

Protokoop is composed of two elements:
The Lifesaver Ring, that handles all the complex
systems of our modern everyday, and the Rafts
that are connected to it. By being connected
to the ring, all the buildings have access to the
systems providing food, electricity and clean
water.
The ring is designed and constructed to be the
central, stable element to which less permanent
constructions can be connected. The systems
within it are dimensioned to circle energy to 300
people, 193 homes, offices and connections to
land. The ring should be dimensioned by how
many people the Protokoop will house.
The roof of the ring is the Protokoop city floor.
The ring is partly submerged thanks to a water
ballast.

Aquaponics
The Aqua-rafts produce food for the Protokoop.
Here you grow vegetables and fish within
their own symbiotic environment. The rafts
are dimensioned after how many citizens the
Protokoop need to feed.
The Aqua-rafts in this Protokoop are dimensioned
to produce 257.978.612 kcal yearly. That is the
exact number of calories needed to feed 300
people from an Oslo demographic.
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The Rafts
Houses and other structures can be build on the
hollow concrete boxes that float. The boxes have
dimensions from 8 m x 20 m x 5 m and up. Such
boxes will have to be replaced every 100 years.
They are the flexible elements in the system, and
can be varied in size and function.
What qualities each raft will have will be up to
the developer, but there will be requirements to
energy harvesting and environmentally conscious
development, and that there is a minimum of two
meters clearance between the rafts.

The Lifesaver-Ring
The inner ring is the core of the Protokoop
system. Within it are all the functions that run
the city machinery.
The ring contains:
algea water filtering system
grey water cleaning system
waste treatment
biogass plant for wet waste
heat pump connection
larvea and roe house
common areas

Plug In
The building rafts are connected to the ring. It
is important to have a freeboard of a couple of
meters, with a flexible connection, because the
forces of the current and wind could move the
the rafts a little.

Space
A floating dock between the rafts gives good
entrances, life between the houses and increased
safety. This light construction also contains piers
and boat dock.

Sectioning
Along the brim of the ring there are outlets for
power and water. These are divided into 30 docks
that are 10 meters wide. The docking places run
radially from the Protokoop, and the water space
outside of the building area can be occupied by
aquatic leisure activities and cultivating of e.g.
mussels and algae.

The Seabed
Attached to the ends of the building rafts are
skirts that will increase marine life in Protokoops
proximity. Theses skirts are a construction
reaching 2-3 meters below the water surface. This
fake sea bottom enables marine life in the upper
water level, where the most nutrition is found. It
forms a heterogeneous surface excellently suited
for algae and faculties.
The construction could improve water quality
and ensure a lively water life in and around the
Protokoop.
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PROTOKOOP TAKES ON OSLO

Total energy footprint Protokoop,
showing the space use to produce the energy, food and water for 300 people living in this system.

Total energy footprint for a city block in Oslo,
showing the space use to produce the energy, food and water for 300 people living in this system.
Protokoop needs more space than a regular city block in Oslo, but
the great advantage is that Protokoop has all its energy systems
packed into it. This means that the total footprint of the space used
to make energy for 300 peoples consumer needs is much less than
a city block.
We have taken the liberty of making a suggestion for how the first
Protokoops could be placed in the Oslo fjord. We hope it holds
water.
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RITA NAGAR
by Andreas Utklev Førsund & Aleksander Oldrup Jensen
discovered during our fieldwork as a framework
for the project. Even though the project should
have a realistic framework, we have tried not
to constrict ourselves from proposing ideas less
likely to happen. In our opinion this has value
as long as it does not aim to be the one solution,
but rather aims to show opportunities that can
be communicated to the community. If these
ideas are inspiring it might facilitate a developWe were asked specifically by the NGO we
collaborated with to look into how the houses in ment coming from within and that, we believe,
is important. Still, the ideas we propose should
the community could be improved in order to
better deal with the yearly flood. This we consid- always have a root in the reality. They focus on the
er our main assignment, but we felt the respon- situation, as we understood it, and aim to improve
sibility to include a more strategic approach for a it.
future development as well. Therefore our project
“Planning… is about getting it right for now and at
focuses on both strategies for a house upgrade
and an overall development of the community. the same time being tactical and strategic about later.
This is not about forecasting, nor about making deciWhen we decided to do our thesis about a comsions about the future. But it is about the long range,
munity in Ahmedabad, India, a premise was that
our project should be based on realistic param- about making sure that one plus one equals two or even
three..” 1					
eters. Our intention has not been to describe
an ideal situation, but to use the information we
-Nabeel Hamdi
In our master thesis we wanted to investigate
how we as architects could use our knowledge
and our methods to contribute to a positive
development process of a non-formal settlement in
Ahmedabad, India. A collaboration with involved
stakeholders and the local community was
central in our work

On the left: Pictures showing a glimpse of the community.
From typical houses and materials to the flooded streets and
many people.

Tutors: Hans Skotte, Andreas G. Gjertsen & Yashar Hanstad
For more information: http://www.ritanagar.no/
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Our approach
Spending as much time as possible within the
community you are working with is absolutely
essential to obtain knowledge of the situation,
gain trust and thus being able to influence. But
still, it is difficult to know how to approach
the fieldwork and how to get involved in a
new community. For us, a week making a map
became the key.
The map as a strategic tool
It turned out it did not exist a proper map of the
community. Unsure about how to approach the
assignment we started mapping the community.
We were going to need a map eventually
anyway, and saw it as an opportunity for us to
be visible in the community and as an excuse to
talk with the locals.
However, measuring the whole community
manually was very time consuming and several

times during the process we asked ourselves if it
was time well spent.
During our week of mapping we had many
interesting conversations and we received lots of
valuable information that introduced us to both
qualities and challenges within the community.
But still, it wasn’t before we finished the map
and introduced the community to a large
printed copy, we understood the strategic value
of the work.
First of all the physical map gave us credibility
in the community. The locals were proud to see
a drawing of their own homes even though most
of them had just a very basic, if any, knowledge
of a map. And, since a professional work can
contribute to give their community legitimacy,
they appeared grateful for the effort we had put
into the process. Secondly, when discussing
possibilities we started to gather around the map

J2
Ram Chandra
bhai

Community Garden

Community Kitchen

J1
Gurunath bhai

Playground

Community center

I2 Shrinivaas bhai

H2 Bharat bhai

G5 Bunty bhai

F5 Venkati bhai

H8
Prabhudas bhai

H7 Shiv bhai

F9 Siddhappa
bhai

G9 Iranna bhai

I7 Shyamrav bhai I8 Nagma ben

G8
Basraj bhai

H6 Malyya bhai

G7 Jitu bhai

F7 Sidhram bhai F8 Arjun bhai

H9 Vijay bhai

I9 Nasir bhai

F10 Ravi kumar

D11 Buchyya bhai

E11 Shrinivaas bhai

G10 Sanjay bhai

E10 Raju bhai

B11 Tukaram bhai

A11 Iswar bhai

C11
Timmayya bhai

A10 Ashok bhai

D9 Sabamaa ben D10 Shiv kumar

A9 Kiren bhai

E9 Madu kumar

A8 Rajiyya bhai

I6 Mallesh bhai

G6 Sallama ben

F6
Gangaram bhai

I4
Chandra
I3 Shreenath Shekhar
I5 Mallesh bhai
bhai
bhai
H5 Laleeta ben
H4
Gangareddy bhai

H3
Hanmantu bhai

F4 Ajay kumar

bhai

A7 Bondea bhai

C10
C9 Ashap a bhai Shabbanna bhai
C8 Sankar bhai
B9 Moddi Ramlo B10
B7 Shanapa bhai B8 Narayenreddy
Nagamma ben
bhai
bhai

C6 Naraien bhai C7 Raju bhai

B6 Satish bhai

A6 Ishwar bhai

E7
E8 Shiv kumar
Ambadas bhai
E5 Nagendra bhai E6 Shankar bhai
D7 Biyyama ben D8 Shivraj bhai
D6 Shanti ben
D5 Hanmantu

G3 Mallappa bhai G4 Ramu bhai

6 persons

D4 Bhiru bhai

E4 Madu bhai

A5 Maruti bhai

C4
bhai
Ramchendra bhai C5 Srawan
B5 Iswar bhai
B4 Rupa ben

F2 Gundama ben F3 Bellappa bhai

G2 Mahadevi ben

I1 Pavan bhai
H1 Jagan bhai

G1 Kankrash bhai

D3 Jagan bhai

E3 Ankush bhai

C3 Iryya bhai

B3 Venketee bhai

A4
A3 Aurang bhai Chaudppa bhai

Cricket & volleyball field

F1 Naresh kumar

E2 Kammla ben

B2 Shakru bhai

C2 Narsimlu bhai

A2 Bixapati bhai

D1 Narsimlu bhai D2 Parwati ben

E1 Dattu bhai

B1 Bansi bhai

C1 Sashikala ben

A1 Poshiyya bhai
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J3 Tippna bhai

J4 Basraj bhai

J5 Gallpa bhai

J6 Indeera ben

J7
Revamma
ben

J9 Ayubh bhai

J8 Virana bhai

J10
Sabamma b

The value of small interventions
In an urban context there are many parameters
(political, economical, cultural, spatial,
social, infrastructural etc) that are closely
linked together, making a development a very
complex matter. By making a change to one of
these parameters, the premises for the others
will change as well; meaning that one simple
We had a similar positive experience when we
intervention within one of the parameters
introduced the map to the NGO and the other
potentially can trigger a bigger development in
stakeholders, who suddenly became much more the overall picture. By focusing on one of the
interested and involved in the work.
parameters you reduce the complexity and thus
make the situation more controllable.
It was really interesting to see how the map,
which for us feels like a platitude in a planning We therefore tried to use their immediate need
process, in this situation worked as planning
for house upgrades as our starting point, but at
tool. It provided us an essential understanding
the same time connect this to the overall develof the situation and a platforn for discussion,
opment of the community. How could the indithus enabling us to come up with a contribution vidual house design trigger an overall developbased on the realistic parameters experienced in ment and how could the overall development
the community.
have an impact on the individual house?

S

using tracing paper and markers as discussion
tools. In this type of interaction we experienced
that all the information we were provided
became much more precise. They could now
root the answers to exact locations on the map
and the information we were provided did no
longer seem to depend on the person we asked.

RT
TA
EMERGENCY PLANNING
COLLABORATION

TECHNICAL
IMMEDIATE

S

R

G
ASSI NME
NT

OU

Single house design?

RT
TA
STUDY OF POSSIBILITIES

INFRASTRUCTURE
STRATEGIES

Overall development?

On the left: Part of the map.
Above: Approach to the design.
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House upgrade
The houses in the community are small
overcrowded volumes built without sufficient
openings, resulting in dark, badly ventilated
and overheated spaces. The houses are built
with a weak construction unable to support a
much needed expansion, and every year the
houses get flooded during the monsoon. The
worst days some houses have a water level
reaching nearly one meter inside.

INSUFFICIENT
LIVING SPACE
+
NO PRIVACY

FLOOD

WEAK CONSTRUCTION
NO POSSIBILITIES
FOR EXPANSION

When facilitating a development of the houses it
will be important to enhance the qualities of the
home as an asset. We are aiming to provide more
space, satisfactory working conditions regarding
air quality, light and temperature and to provide
infrastructure which we hope can support this
understanding of the house. When focusing on
the houses not only pragmatic spatial challenges
should be dealt with, but ownership structures,
social networks and possibilities for personal

LIMITED
AIR CIRCULATION

influence should be included in the equation.
As we see it, it is not crucial for us to find the
ideal plan solution, but rather recognize and
acknowledge the importance of the house, and
then try to facilitate a development where the
most important decisions could be taken as
close to the end-users as possible. We can, as
professionals, come up with suggestions for the
specific, but it is the ideas and principles that
we are introducing that can make the biggest
difference. In the end how they change,
adapt
and use the individual
home should be
DEVELOPMENT
PRINCIPLES
up to them.

ONCE THE SOLID ELEMENTS
ARE ESTABLISHED SIMPLE
WALLS WILL BE FILLED IN
WHERE NEEDED

SANITATION

PHASE 2 - CONSTRUCTING THE SOLID STRUCTURE

MATERIALS ARE SAVED FOR REUSE,
EITHER AS FILL MATERIAL FOR BASE,
AS SIMPLE ROOF OR WALLS
DEPENDING ON QUALITY

PHASE 3 - INHABITING THE STRUCTURE
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LIMITED
AMOUNT OF DAYLIGHT

Our proposal focuses on some key principles
that aim to deal with what we consider the
main challenges the houses in the community
are facing. Based on these principles we
developed a framework for the plan. Using two
opposite cornes as starting points from which
neccessary dimensions were described, the
framework intends to facilitate a flexible plan
in which the resident could organize the house
after his wishes and needs. Even though we
belive flexibility is important, we also presented
what we considered our “dream house” based
on the experienced premises.

PHASE 1 - TARING DOWN OLD STRUCTURE

TYPICAL HOUSE TODAY

OVERHEATING

THE STRUCTURE COULD
BE COVERED WITH A
SIMPLE ROOF

A RAISED, SOLID PLINTH.
PREVENTS WATER INSIDE OF
HOUSE AND FACILITATES
FUTURE EXPANSION

A STRUCTURE OF CONCRETE
COLUMNS STRONG ENOUGH TO
SUPPORT A FUTURE EXPANSION

PHASE 4 - ACCESSIBLE SOLID ROOF

A SOLID ROOF PROVIDES
MORE USABLE SPACE

WATER CORE FOR EFFICIENT
PIPE CONNECTION

PHASE 5 - SECOND STOREY

A SECOND FLOOR
IS ESTABLISHED

This plan uses two opposite corners as starting points
from which necessary dimensions are described.

EFFECT

AIMS TO SOLVE

Improved ventilation
AIR QUALITY

Better access to daylight
Facilitates vertical
communication

A

OVERHEATING

INSUFFICIENT
MIDDLE
OF STREET

ACCESS
TO DAYLIGHT

Max
80cm

Feeling of increased space

AIR QUALITY

INCREASED
OPENNESS

OVERHEATING

min 80cm

TOILET
100x100

Efficient pipe connection
SANITATION

Columns aligned with side wall

Better access to daylight

TOILET

min 80cm

Space efficient

Shared infrastructure

LIMITED ACCESS
TO DAYLIGHT

AIR QUALITY

SANITATION

min 80cm

UPGRADE WITH
YOUR NEIGHBOR

INSUFFICIENT
LIVING SPACE

min 80cm

Increased openness

STAIR

Max 450cm

STAIR

Cost saving upgrade

min 80cm

SHOWER

Improved ventilation

LIVING SPACE

KITCHEN

ACCESS
TO DAYLIGHT

OPEN LAYER

WATER CORE

PLAN GROUND FLOOR

min 170cm

PRINCIPLE

FRAMEWORK OF THE PLAN

min 170cm

PRINCIPLES

A

Column aligned with back wall

GROUND FLOOR

FIRST FLOOR
Using the brick wall as a filter allowing air to ventilate
the volume while it protects against direct sunlight

Water tank

Now we have so much more
space. We don’t always have
to occupy the same room.

SECTION A-A 1:100
The floor has a slight incline
for rain water to drain out

Using space within the raised plinth for
storage and for a water tank. The water
tank could be connected to a mechanical
water pump that pumps water to the tank
on the roof
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We have upgraded our house
together and saved both space
and money!

Now that the streets have become wider
we can manage to install a better sewage
and drainage system

WIDER STREETS

This house was rebuilt on the
whole plot, the way we used to
do it before. It takes so much
space from the street. Good
thing we do it differently today.

INFRASTRUCTURE

OLD HOUSES

it´s too easy guys
UPGRADED HOUSES

PARK

PUBLI

WATER PUMP

YC
CIT

We will need a solid
plinth to stop the ﬂood

E

Did you kids know that before
we got this water pump we used
to have almost 1 meter with
water inside our house?

What to Plan?
Even though we believe that we as architects
and planners have the responsibility to plan for
the future and that the social capital present in
the community will enhance the possibility for
a development to happen, we have been asking
ourselves; what is the rolez of planning in this
context where most things emerges unplanned,
based on immediate needs.

D

NEW MAIN ROA

Hurry up man! We need these houses
ﬁnished before the monsoon hits

could be useful to implement in the future, but
at the same time we felt that a conventional
master plan made little sense for the community
today as they don’t access the resources needed
to conduct such an overall development in one
step.

Even though we are in a situation where we
can give recommendations as professionals,
our proposal could easily become alien and
In the beginning we started to work with a
irrelevant for the locals if it is dependent
conventional zoning plan, sketching future
on a linear process and communicates only
possibilities for an imaginary goal. This method an utopian situation. In our opinion we had
helped us to be concrete about what we pictured to change our approach and rather try to
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I remember we planned to build our
new houses here. Im so glad we
kept the place open.
It´s good that we kept
our old temples

Mom just ﬁnished these new sarees,
can you be nice and take them to the
shop? They need it by the end of the day.

The roof terraces are a great
place for us to play. Its perfect
for practicing for the big
kite-festival

UPGRADED HOUSES

Hm..I didn´t know that we
celebrated something today...
Its always something going on.
VALUABLE
SPACE

PUBLIC PROGRAM

COMMERCE

NEW TYPOLOGY

This space should be enough
for at least 6 or 7 new houses!

communicate that our suggestions should
be understood as impulses that wanted to
“cultivate an environmment for change from
within” as Nabeel Hamdi describes it, and not
as instructions for how to arrive at an ideal
solution.

My friend, this jacket was just
made by my wife. It suits you well.

our work with the overall development, a
development plan and not a master plan. In our
opinion it implies that it is the development that
is the important and not a final scenario.

In the end we believe that our role as architects
could be understood as strategic acting. The
We believe that a development (at least in this
process does not depend on the “genius”
specific case) should focus on today’s situation
architect as an independent creator, but rather
and try to improve it within the existing
on our personal skills as communicators
familiar framework rather than focus on a major and process triggers. Planning could then be
reorganization. We understand planning not as understood as a strategic tool to facilitate the
the solution, but rather as a tool in the process
development and it should not pretend to be the
that should be used strategically, and has called development itself.
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This is a
projection of the
river Nidelva
(orthophoto on the left)
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Master Thesis 2014

123.Z / NIDELVA
by Per-Leif Bersvendsen and Ragnhild Pedersen Foss
Everything is connected. We live in a time
where human activity is considered the single
main influence on the planet. Urban and nature
are two sides of the same story, and can not be
dealt with separately.
Nidelva runs through the heart of Trondheim, its
physical presence in the cityscape is prominent.
As a perfect natural harbour and strategic point
along the fjord it was the core element that
facilitated the establishing of the city a thousand
years ago. The city evolved from a cove along the
river, where ships could enter at high tides and
remain on dry land at low tides.

it is also deeply integrated with the city on
many levels. Sewage, stormwater management,
erosion, recreation, energy production and
industry are examples of systems where the
river and the city interacts. The systems are
closely connected to the urban development
in Trondheim, which in many cases generates
them. By pursuing the systems one can
develop other considerations for further urban
development than would otherwise be taken.
These considerations are not necessarily
expressed in form, but rather in flow charts or
trains of thought. How can these systems be
related to the overall urban development in
Trondheim? Which considerations derive on
basis of the interactions between the river and
the city?

This was “Skipakrok”, Trondheims point of
departure. Its location allowed for the citizens
to control and benefit from the traffic on the
fjord and to facilitate trade. Nidelva functioned The project focuses on three areas along the
both as harbour and as a natural defence system river, where local food chains, interests and
for the emerging city.
resources are directional elements. The goal was
to explore how systems can be applied actively
The river constitutes an ecosystem of its own,
to inform, enrich and define a future urban
with a uniqe biodiversity. After thousand years
development. Nidelva is still highly relevant in
of urban development along the river banks,
Trondheim.

Tutors: Ole Møystad, Andreas G. Gjertsen & Yashar Hanstad
For more information: http://tuatua.org/123z-nidelva/
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RIVER MAINTENANCE
Themes:
Water quality, flows, sewage, stormwater, fish population, biotops, erosion
The river is a system of systems with a myriad of various in- and outputs interacting with its
environment. If one can take control of a portion of these processes and manage them so that
they benefit the city as a whole, the river will become a greater resource than it is today. Increased
knowledge and ability to influence the various river processes, can contribute to a greater
awareness of its potential. If the citizens can take part in this the river’s position in the city and the
ideas concering its urban development can be raised to a higher level.
How can one manage systems that work between the
river and the city in such a way that synergies can occur?

HYDROPONICS
PHYTOREMEDIATION
STORM WATER

SEDIMENTATION

AQUAPONICS

RANCHING
SAND TRAP

PARR

PURIFICATION

SORTING
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HATCHERY

BROOD FISH HOUSE
START FEEDING

BROOD FISH
CLEAN WATER
AIR + HABITAT

FISH POPULATION
MANAGEMENT

SMOLT

REINTRODUCTION OF
CLEANED MASSES
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RIVER SPACE
Themes:
City growth, land use, hydrology, recreation, public space
Trondheim, in rapid growth, aims towards new development on farmlands
in the city periphery. Leading both to loss of irreplaceable top soil and
increased CO2 emissions. We think Trondheim has more than enough
space to grow within its current boundaries. Øya is an example of a central
area close Trondheim city center with a suburban density. The narrow
peninsula is approximately 300 m wide surrounded by the river. Øya
represents a great potential in terms of compact urban development. One
can plan for high density on land because of the proximity to recreational
areas along the river banks. The river is a large open surface with light
and air, several places over 100 m wide. The results achived by the River
Maintenance upstream opens new oppurtunities for use and programs
further down the river.
What is the potential in embracing the river as a
common public space in a densified Trondheim?

BY THE RIVER
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IN THE RIVER

RIVER BANKS

STORM WATER

ACTIVITY NODES

CANTILEVERS

REFUGIUMS
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RIVER MOUTH
Themes:
Harbour transformation, contamination, landscape construction, habitats
Based on the idea of the river mouth as a biodiverse and lively hot spot, the harbor area can be
transformed through relocation of industrial activities and reclaimation of polluted masses. The
water can enter in the form of new canals and the masses left over is added river and seaside
to form new wetlands and habitats. One takes control over the contamination, creates a scale
more suited for human activity and establish working landscapes before the city moves in. The
transformation process is an attraction in itself; the new public and recreational areas on Nyhavna
and Brattøra can be used before, during and after the new developments start. In this way we not
only build new landscapes, but a location.
Can one construct and reintroduce nature and
habitats as part of a transformation area in the city?
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Master Thesis 2014

NEXT STATION: LARVIK
by Thao Nguyen & Tarjei Zakarias Ekelund
This master thesis is a design proposal for a
new train station in Larvik, a quiet coastal city
two hours south of Oslo. By 2030, it will have a
brand new train station. The location of it is yet
to be decided.
What is a modern train station? If you imagine
a large building made out of steel and glass, you
are in most cases wrong. In small Norwegian
cities, the stations are unmanned and we buy
tickets on our cell phones or from a ticket
machine. If anything, the platforms are the
new station, but one could also argue that the
modern station is not a physical thing. It is
wherever we decide that the train stops and
people get on and off. And this point of arrival
and departure is extremely interesting, because
it can be woven into the urban fabric, altering
the way the city operates. Can this be exploited?
Can the new train station become the trigger
that Larvik needs?
To local politicians these ideas seemed like
science fiction, and with good reason. When
train stations are planned and built in Norway,

it’s done by Jernbaneverket, the Norwegian
government’s agency for railway services.
They decide the route and the location of the
new station, build it based on a standardized
list of requirements, and move on to the next
city. They have visions of “station landscapes” in
the city, but lack a framwork and workflow that
allows for it to happen. The resulting stations
are often detached from the local fabric, and the
needs of the city.
Demonstrating a city-station synergy was the
aim of this thesis, and in a way, it ended up
being as much a strategy for project based
urban development, as a design proposal. It
approaches station design very much with the
eyes of a city planner. Why build a waiting
room if you can build a food market? Does the
car parking have to be a building - why not
blow into a nearby mountain and combine it
with a public elevator? What if the platforms
connected with the new library Larvik needs?
The result is not a station in the city, but a
station-city.

On the left: Illustration of the western station entrance,
including the “bike forest”, bike center, food market, tram
station and share space

Tutors: Ole Møystad
For more information: http://www.larvikstasjon.net/
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CONCEPT
1

Railway and station concept

Overhead railway
Breaks down the physical barrier, but creates a visual barrier.

2

The station as three different city elements
hub

West: The hub
Bøkkerfjellet is used as a basis for an infrastructural hub without occupying
more attrative city area. The journey between city and the fjord remain
undisturbed.

station park

platforms
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Railway on the ground
Access to the harbor must be solved by establishing stairs/
bridges or by putting a lid over the tracks.

MASTERPLAN

Cut’n’Cover-tunnel
This solution is positive for the urban development, but so expensive that it
is rarely used.

Cut’n’Cover-byggegrop
Expensive but cheaper than the buildable lid. A interesting station park can
be established on top. This is a more realistic compromise.

East: the station park
The city is the main focus in the east. The lid cannot be heavily built on and
is therefore programmed and designed as a series of public spaces.

Underground: platforms
Service functions as ticket machine, storage etc. are located underground.
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poetry park

platform library

harbour bath
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STATION PARK

activity park

marketplace

arbour bath
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bus loop

food hall/
tram stop

r

sha

tollboden bicycle
and kayak hotel

local ferry
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parking hall

grev gyldenløve’s
kiss’n’ride

e

pac

ds

re
sha

bicycle forest

THE HUB
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Section

Platforms plan
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Platforms
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EXISTING PLANS

Cheap construction

Simple bridge across Farris river
Universally designed platforms

The Indre Havn-area will not be universally designed
Bridges weaken the urban core
The hub takes up the best lot in the city

Land use: Railway

Dedicated parking building

Kiss’n’ride

Waiting room

Station building

Mono functional platforms
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“NEXT STATION: LARVIK”

Expensive construction

Tunnel beneath Farris river
Not universally designed platforms

The Indre Havn-area will be universally
designed
No barriers or bridges,
strengthens the urban core
The hub takes up a less attractive lot

Land use: Poetry park, sea bath, public
square, activity park

Combined city and station parking

Monument and story-telling

Food market and tram station

A new urban space

Platforms connected to stores and street
level.

The bottom line
“Next station: Larvik” is not realistic within
the framework of current station development,
as it would be calculated as a huge expense
for Jernbaneverket. If you regard the project’s
economy on a whole, however, including new
properties, shops, ferries, library, poetry park
and so on, the eceonomic bottom line would
be very different from the station currently
proposed by the government. It seems very
likely that this approach not only results in a
revitalization of the city, but to a more profitable
development.

In other words; “Next station: Larvik”
presupposes a different kind of economic
framework in which many different
stakeholders collaborate, possibly as a company
or corporation. It was not the aim of this thesis
to design this framework, but rather to look
for the possible benefits of such an approach,
hoping that this could inspire change. During
the design stages, we participated in the local
discussion by presenting the ideas in a public
meeting, and the project blog was frequently
quoted by the local newspaper. The finished
design was made public in the form of a website.
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1975 - 2025:
500 000 000 people in China will have left their homes and moved
from the country to the city. This is the greatest migration in history.
40 000 000 farmers have lost their farmland in the ongoing
urbanization. This number increases by 2 000 000 every year.

Most migrants reside in
urban villages.

Many migrants feel like second-rate
citizens in the cities. Political and legal
systems exclude them from public welfare services.

China holds 20% of the world’s
population, but only 7% of the world’s
arable land. This is also the land that
is most easily used for city expansion.
What will happen to the food supply?

Student project 2012

URBAN FARMING VILLAGE
by Per-Leif Bersvendsen, Tomas Aassved Hjort, Bjørn Inge Melås, Jone
Nordland, Asbjørn H. Flø and Ragnhild P. Foss
China’s economical growth has led to an
explosive flow of workforce to the cities and
rapid urbanization. A formalized difference
between urban and rural has not been adapted
to cope with the growing cities, and strange
urban situations have occured. As cities expand
outwards, they encircle nearby villages and turn
them into enclaves.

high that urban village land is expropriated and
its buildings replaced with monofunctional
apartment blocks, unable to accomodate the
diversity of the urban villages. Can chinese cities
continue to grow without losing this identity
and cultural diversity on the way? And how can
the living conditions of urban migrants in China
be improved?

This project is focused on a specific urban
village in Xi’an, China. Based on realistic
economic and architectural models, the goal
is to establish an alternative to the typical
evolution of urban villages. By introducing
urban farming as a tool to generate new
Village residents expand their property vertically economies, the aim is to create a situation that
within the village borders and rent out, often to enables the urban village to evolve in its own
migrants. Urban villages subseqently evolve into informal manner.
dense urban areas with little public space and
As arable land is decreasing steadily by city
poor sanitary conditions. The urban village is
often compared to slum areas, and its residents expansion, urban food production can help
are looked down on by other citizens. However, secure the city’s access to fresh food. In this
perspective, the urban farming village and its
urban villages boast a diversity and a vibrance
residents will play an important role in the city
that is hard to come by elsewhere in chinese
and raise their status as vital parts of society.
cities. Eventually, development pressure is so
The term urban village refers to the unique
position these areas have within the city, as
they remain labelled agricultural land despite
being left with no such land for agricultural
production and no source of income.

On th left: Photo from an urban village in Xi’an, september
2012. Generic apartment block in the background.

Tutor: Ole Møystad, Mads Nermo, Jostein Breines
For more information: http://www.urbanfarmingvillage.no
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THE EVOLUTION OF URBAN VILLAGES

Stage 1
The booming chinese economy attracts young chinese migrants,
who move from the countryside to the cities to find work. The
cities grow far beyond their boundaries, occupying vast areas of
surrounding farmland.

My house is going to
be six stories now!
At least!

I`m moving in to
clean your house!

We all live in
compounds now!
Nice, huh??

Stage 2
The cities eventually swallow their neighboring farmland villages,
which suddenly find themselves in an urban situation. However,
they still keep their status as a rural village, and relate to a rural
legal system independently of the surrounding city.
The farmers have lost their basis for income, their farmland, and
expand their houses to earn money by renting out. Their tenants
are mainly migrants.

Too expensive for
me!
On the road again.

What about us?
Where shall the
migrants live?
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Tekst om hva illustrasjonene viser. Et større bilde/illustrasjon av prosjekt?
Bruk hele siden, helt ut i kantene.
Legg med bleed på 5mm. (margin til trykk)

Stage 3
The villages turn into urban villages. This informal way of
densifying has low appreciation in the city, and is often replaced by
large apartment blocks and shopping malls. The monofunctional,
formal development is not able to accomodate the same cultural
and social diversity that can be found in the urban villages, which
consequently is lost.

HOW TO PRESERVE URBAN VILLAGES, AND WHY
Workforce

As a response to a development where urban villages and migrants
are marginalized and eventually squeezed out, our project aims to
establish a seemless and positive interaction between the migrants,
the urban village and the city in general. The introduction of urban
farming in terms of a food producing unit generate economy and
welfare. It draws attention to the fact that the urban village was
once a food producing village outside the city borders. Migrant
manpower is focused on producing high quality food, applying
knowledge they already possess, as many of them originate from
food producing areas. The migrants produce something the city
needs, which in turn can give them social acceptance as citizens. If
the products are processed and sold locally, additional economies
can be established.

MIGRANTS

Workforce

Housing

MIGRANTS

Pending land

URBAN VILLAGE

workforce

customers

livelihood

interaction

housing

food

URBAN FARMING VILLAGE

CITY

CITY
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The biogas facility uses organic waste from the village
to produce energy and fertilizer. Waste water is
cleaned and re-used in food production and in
the village.

If 56 % of village
rooftops are used for fishfeed
production, it will cover the need of
the food factory.

Fish feed production
Aquaponic system

Hatching of seedlings and fish fry

Hydroponic” sub system

Fish farming sub-system

The “Food Factory” consist of large production units. It offers employment
to the village residents, and turns waste in to resources - energy and
fertilizer. Biogas technology, aquaponic- and hydroponic systems are utilized
to produce energy, as well as 6.000 tonnes of tilapia fish and 26.000 tonnes
of vegetables each year. This is enough food to feed 18.750 persons for one
year.

“THE FOOD FACTORY”
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Urban farming
improves the food
security in China. At the
same time it can increase the
status of urban villages and secure their
existense, further generating increased
welfare for its migrant residents.

URBAN VILLAGE 2.0
The urban village is upgraded in its own informal nature, with the
food factory as an economic generator. Better sanitary systems are
added, along with schools, kindergardens, health stations, waste
management, hostels and new work places. The factory will in
return get access to workforce and valuable resources

The village is further densified by
constructing small, lightweight housing
units in bamboo on existing rooftops.

Sanitation is improved through public
toilets and upgraded sewage system.
Improved education facilities in
multipurpose buildings adds
needed arenas for play and
social gathering.

Establishment of businesses that deal with food
processing and sale of products from
the factory is facilitated.

A flourishing hostel industry for
recently arrived migrants and future
ecotourists.
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Student Project 2012

LINKED VILLAGE, XI´AN
by Eivind Fasting, Peter Kleven, Anders Elias Tschernutter
and Sixten Stavelin
Due to Chinas rapid development, more than
250 million people have moved from the
countryside to the cities in search of work and
possibilities of a prosperous life. The massive
rural-to-urban migration is fueling an enormous
urban growth in more or less every city in
mainland China. This development, of course,
poses serious political, economical and social
challenges in both the cities, the rural areas and
in China as a whole.

The product chosen in the scheme is
compressed earth bricks (CEB), a low-tech,
eco-friendly product that can be produced
locally and manually by farmers or whoever
is in need of an income. CEB is based on the
concept of earth architecture: a tradition in
China for thousands of years, where the soil it
self is used directly as a building material. CEB
can, to a large extent, replace traditional burnt
brick, a key building material in the physical
development of chinese cities. If so, the CO2
emissions from production alone could be
reduced by at least two thirds.

The aim in this project was to examine how
the migrants themselves, their skills and their
background can be utilized as a resource for
sustainable development both in the urban areas The link generates a flow of products out of the
village, employs migrants in building projects
and in the countryside.
in the city and, in return, provides money and
resources for local growth and development
The outcome of the project was a proposed
scheme, in which a link is established
in the villages. The latter plays a key role in
the sceme: if the village are developed with
between the city (Xi´an) and a network of
funds from the production of CEB, the villages
surrounding villages. The link itself is a stateowned construction company that outsources
can prosper, weakening the incentives for the
production of sustainable building materials to villagers to becoming urban migrants in the first
place.
the rural villages.

On the left: Xi´an and one of the surrounding villages.

Tutors: Ole Møystad, Mads Nermo, Jostein Breines
For more information: http://www.ntnu-aar4540.no/2012/group5/
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Student project 2013

IT TAKES A VILLAGE
By Elsa Calcavino, Thea Hougsrud Andreassen, Daniel
Gameiro, Maruis Hatletveit, Nelson Silva & Kaspar Sandaker
China’s rapid urbanization is creating many
challenges and problems. In the last decades,
many villages that once existed outside the
Chinese cities have been swallowed up. Today
they are surrounded by high-rises and a hectic
modern life. One of the challenges China now
face is how to deal with these villages known as
“urban villages”
In Xi’an yet another village is about to be
erased. Many of the villagers used to be farmers,
but they sold their fields to the government.
They still own the land and houses in the
urban village. Migrants from the countryside
who come to the city to work can find cheap
apartments to rent there. Because of this, the
village presents a great diversity, and its small
scale offers a different way of life than the usual
one in a major Chinese city.
Because of the urban villages’ lack of
infrastructure, the government sees them as
slums, damaging the modern image the city
wants to portray. The government is interested

in improving the facade of the district, so the
project needs to find the balance between both
history and modernity.
To create a different future for this urban
village and its inhabitants, the project has to
involve the four main actors; the owners, the
renters, the government and the investors. To
get them on board, the strategy has to answer
to their needs and deal with their interests.
The owners want to stay in the village
because of its history, feeling of safety and
the proximity of their family and friends.
The village it self is also their main source of
income. The infrastructure is falling apart and
the living conditions needs to be improved.
The renters need a cheap place to live, and the
investor needs a profit.
The project has to give an economic profit to
every actor, but also focus on a sustainable
process and future for the village and its
inhabitants.

On the left: Street perspective

Tutors: Ole Møystad, Jørgen Skatland, Mads Nermo, Jostein Breines
For more information: http://www.ntnu-aar4540.no/2013/group1/index.html
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How to renew the village?
To begin the renovation, the village needs a
trigger, which involves an external investor.
A committee, elected by the owners and
responsible for defending their interests, will
mediate the whole process. The strategy is based
on a three-way deal, where all parts give an
input, and harvest a greater output.

constructions financed by the committee, the
owners keep the same amount of area they had
before. The village gets the extra floors, selling
on average 4,65 floors in each new building.

After six years, the whole village is renewed. All
the original owners stayed in the place where
they have been living for years. They keep their
property, transposed in new buildings for free,
In a first phase, the investor renews ten
and retain their neighborhood structure. In
buildings with seven floors in each one. Because addition to the reconstruction of the whole
the investor does not need to buy the land, in
village, the committee can also afford to create
the new construction he is building, the owners and run a public building, offering social
retain the same amount of area they had before. services, sports facilities and access to culture.
One floor in the new building is also attributed
to the committee of the village. The investor
Sustainability
sells the remaining floors for a profit of 165%.
Based on the business plan, the population
will increase by 44%. To provide all villagers
The floor attributed to the village is essential in enough open spaces, the built area will decrease
the second phase of the strategy. It generates
with 6%. Therefore, the project will have to
a significant income that enables the village
deal with the issues of density, economy and
to renew five buildings. At the same time, the
sustainability. In addition to the business plan,
investor renews five more buildings, upholding the project also needs to deal with the social
the same arrangement as in phase 1.
structure of the village, and look at how this will
work in a sustainable way.
The third phase corresponds to the moment
when the investor is no longer needed and the
The new economy created by the business plan
village becomes economically independent. At
is used to create new jobs and provide social
this point the village generates enough money
services. An internal money flow is generated,
to continue the renovation by itself. In the new beneficial for both the owners and the renters.

LEARNING

DEMOLISHING

BUILDING

CONSTRUCTION
COMPANY
PROJECT

RECYCLING
RECYCLING
COMPANY
KINDERGARTEN

AVAILABLE WORKERS
SUSTAINABLE
VILLAGE
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Sustainability

MARKET
LEARNING CENTER
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WATER PURIFICATION
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Present Situatuion
Despite its outward appearance, the urban
village has many good qualities. It is centraly
located with short distances to metro and bus
stops. The only vehicles that can go inside the
village are tuk-tuks and bikes. The streets are
bustling with life, and their privacy lets the
neighbors interact with each other, giving a
feeling of safety.
But the village is also facing several challenges.
Besides having a bad reputation, many of the

INVESTOR
The investor renews the
building, and earns a profit
of 165%

GAR
Before : 15.5%
Now : 40.1%

OWNERS
The owners keep their property, and
immigrants can still rent cheap rooms

COURTYARDS
Before : 9%
Now : 22%
1:200 Section Housing
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inhabitants do not feel a part of the urban
community. The rural migrants do not have
access to the social services of the city, and it is
difficult to handle the trash. The lack of overall
planning makes it difficult to improve the
infrastructure.
Based on the analysis of area functions, it is
possible to conclude that the wasted space in
this village leaves a potential for a new plan. The
new plan should absorb the population growth
and provide better living conditions.

Scenario
The project aims to optimize the public space
and to bring back the quality of ancient Chinese
courtyards. The new layout respects the existing
property lines, and so reflects the original fabric
of the village. This enables the owners to retain
their plot, and the villagers to stay in the same
place.
The business plan requires a rise in population,
which again requires more public space, new
jobs, kindergartens and better infrastructure.

To achieve these objectives, one of the main
focuses of the project is to convert the wasted
space, nowadays used mainly for access, into
more public space and various buidings.
Finally, the strategy is to keep the same
community and population diversity that exists
today. Because of this, the renovation of the
village needs to happen over time, sector by
sector. This will also facilitate the phases of
construction and help the negotiation with the
current owners.

FOOD PRODUCTION
19 257m2 of roof areas
2m2 pr inhabitant to grow plants

VILLAGE
The village gets between 1 and 4.65 floors
pr building and uses the income to pay
for the renewal of the village and social
services

KINDERGARTEN
There are 395 children. 70% go to
kindergartens, with 67 children in 4
locations

WATER PURIFICATION
The average rainfall in Xi’an is
538 l/m2 pr year, 20 000 000 l
water in our village alone
RECYCLING COMPANY
All garbage is recycled by the local recycling
company
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0
Street

14%

Courtyards

9%

Wasted Space

20m

Buildings

19%

58%

Present Situatuion

Step 1
The village is quite dark and has a large areas of
wasted space. The courtyards are very narrow and
are no longer the private meeting space they used
to be.
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Step 2
The project aims to optimize the public space
and to bring back the quality of ancient Chinese
courtyards. The new layout respects the existing
property lines. This enables the owners to keep
their land, and the villagers to stay in the same
place.

Step 3
Because of the business plan, the built area is
densified. By removing the wasted space the access
to each building is directly related to the street.
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Street

22%
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22%
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Scenario

Step 4
The renovation of the village will happen over
time, sector by sector. This facilitates the phases
of construction and negotiation with the current
owners.

Step 5
The property lines are reflecting the original fabric
of the village. The village will be composed of
volumes with different heights. The maximum
height will be 15 meters, according to the limit set
by the government.

Step 6
The focus of the project is to maintain the
liveliness of the streets. The strategy is to improve
infrastructure and create areas for social activities.
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PROJECT PUBLICATIONS
Urban Trigger projects are published in both newspaper articles and in
journals. Some projects have also received nominations, and some awards,
for “outstanding architecture” and “best project”.
Exhibitions:
- Exhibition China, Xi’An (2015-09-28) //
It Takes a Village / Urban Trigger Group
Sino Norwegian Architecture Forum;
XIAN , China.
Publications in Journals:
- Arkitektur N 06/13 //
“Den urbane handling - Intelligens, plan og
prosjekt i byutviklingen.”
- Online version in English:
“The Urban Act - Intelligence, Plan, and Project
in Urban Development.”
http://www.architecturenorway.no/questions/
cities-sustainability/urban-act/

- Aftenposten.no 2014-06-28 //
Protokoop (http://www.osloby.no/nyheter/
byutvikling/Foreslar-flytende-nabolag-iOslofjorden-7649004.html#.U9a2Dfl_te4)
- Østlandsposten (op.no) 2014-04-06 //
Next Station: Larvik (http://www.
op.no/nyheter/vil-tvinne-by-og-stasjonsammen/s/1-85-7276993)
Awards:
- TAF-prisen (Trondhejems Arkitektforening)
for beste Trondheimsprosjekt 2015. //
123.Z/Nidelv was awarded the price

- KOTE #5 //
Form og virkning: Protokoop - En livbøye

- Statsbyggs studentpris for fremragende
arkitektur 2014 (NTNU) //
Protokoop was awarded the price

- KOTE #2 //
Urban Farming Village
Publications in newspapers:

- Statsbygg studentpris for fremragende
arkitektur 2013 (NTNU) //
Looptopia was nominated
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STUDENT PROJECTS 2015

In 2015 the students have been working with Hou Wei
Zhai in Xi-XiÁn

Jiè

Hou Wei Care

Courtyard Living

These projects are printed in the course book 2015
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Design:

Ole Møystad & Geir K. Hansen
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Printed by: Skipnes Kommunikasjon AS - December 2015
ISBN:

978-82-7551-119-3
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